SD Council on Colorectal Cancer
October 19 2010
noon – 1:00 pm (CT)
Teleconference
Present:
Thomas Asfeldt, Nancy Beaumont, Cindy Held, Denise Kolba, Kay Dosch
The meeting was called to order on October 19, 2010 at noon. Points of discussion and decisions made are contained in
these minutes.
Welcome and Introductions:
Denise welcomed members of the SD Council on Colorectal Cancer to the meeting and provided an overview of the
agenda.
2010-2011 work plan discussion
Data collection and publication:
• Mark has gotten most of the data and working on compiling it. It should be ready middle of November.
• Kay has the geo‐coding 2003‐2007 incident maps by county (age adjusted rates). Mathew Christensen will be
helping Kay with the maps. Will wait to see what Mathew comes up with and will then work with Mark.
• John Zwicky with the ACS could help design a website for distribution. Website can be placed on the ACS server
for now. No login for the website, since it is all public information. John will need to know:
o How big is the audience?
o How data will be displayed? Up to now it has been percentages; we have the option to do charts, tables
or graphs.
o Discussed adding maps, the monograph, the webinars, grand rounds, journal articles, and the provider
video to the website.
o Kay will be part of the workgroup for website design.
o Thomas suggested modeling the website after other cancer information websites.
Professional Development Opportunities:
• Discussed the best method for communicating information on screening data to primary care providers. The
group felt a postcard directing recipients to the website would be a more economical method. Email reminders
could follow the mailing.
• Colorectal CME Grand Rounds is scheduled for March 11 at noon at the USD School of Medicine. Speaker from
Mayo is secured. Will work to keep this focused to primary care providers.
• Discussed the future of the webinars. Data from past webinars (ex. who attended and who were repeats) is
limited. Feedback has been very positive. Denise will reach out to Dr. Bachwich on his thoughts on meeting
times and his commitment to continuing to present on the webinars.
o The tool kit is overwhelming; a condensed version should be finalized by national soon.
o Nancy suggested doing features of the toolkit to keep it manageable and bringing in new audiences.

Discussion about breaking up the toolkit into 4 live webinars and recording them so they could be
accessed later to those who could not make it to the live event. Denise will follow up with Dr.
Bachwich.
• Will count on South Foundation of Medical Care donating their page in the journal in March.
o Discussion on ideas for use of the page. Group decided on focusing on screening project and
website.
o Have all page content ready by the first week in February.
o Denise will be in contact with Nancy for web content and Tyann Gildemaster for Get Screened data.
• Would like to include CEU’s and PA’s to webinars. Kay has contact info Mary Nafus and will send to Denise.
Primary Care Video filming is completed. Medical Directors and Physicians featured. Fred Tibbit’s family featured in the
beginning. Wellmark was represented – Dr. Paul Dr. Karazija, VP and Chief Medical Office with Wellmark in Des Moines
was videotaped. Dr. Bachwich did a feature and promoted toolkit.
o Used the Cherapa building in Sioux Falls for filming.
o Council will see a proof of the video to finalize. Video will realistically be 2‐3 minutes long based on
the amount of information (an increase from the 1.5 minute initially looked at).
o Completed video will hopefully ready by the end of Dec.
• Nancy submitted an application for Quality Event Conference in Baltimore. If selected to present, would show
the video at the conference. Don Burwick will be the key note speaker.
• Health Plans will attach video to websites. Thomas will see if the health care systems would be interested in
doing the same.
o

Public Awareness Activities:
• Denise followed up with Rana DeBoer with the City of Sioux Falls to implement a colorectal cancer screening
initiative. Denise did not get anything back from Minnehaha County or the City of Sioux Falls.
• Will evaluate some other distribution outlets for messaging. Ideally we could use the four health plans and then
find employer groups with similar demographics to do comparative. Cindy will touch base with Dr. Crandell to
see if he would want to partner on the screening rate comparison. Cindy and Denise will follow up with health
plans. Will plan messaging to include all groups’ logos.
• Kay offered information about the Office of Public Health and Denise did connect with Larrisa Skjonsberg, but
the data was not available because of funding. Larrisa would like to continue to work with the group and the
invite has been left open. Denise will follow up with Larissa to see if she could help find potential groups for rate
comparison.
• Denise will reach out to Norma Schmidt for Dept. of Health about funding.
Reducing Barriers:
• The group will continue support of the SDCCCP colorectal cancer implementation group in their work on the CDC
CRC screening grant.
• To date 506 participants enrolled, 35 positive FIT tests, 43 colonoscopies completed (35 follow up to positive FIT
test).
• Treatment resources available –waiting for 2010 Edition of Colon and Rectal Patient Guide. Once received will
be distributed to Medical Advisory board for verification, and then will be given to patients diagnosed with
colorectal cancer through the program. Includes 19 pg. data collection guidebook for patients to keep track their
treatment. All books will have a sticker distinguishing them as a gift from the Get Screened Program.
• GetScreenedSD website is up. Denise will forward information to access. TV commercials and ads in major
newspapers ran in September and are taking a break until late November but will both resume and continue
through March. Addition Media One is creating TV spot that targets Native Americans. Also ad included in
Dakota Nurse Connection.

Next meeting: Jan 25, 2011 noon to 1:30 (CT), SDSMA Board Room

